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The Friend of my Enemy is my Enemy 
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Setting 

Date:  July 22, 1977, ~1000 hours 
Location:  Egpyt, near the Libyan border 
History:  Following several years of increased tension following the 

Egyptian’s separate peace with Israel, active hostilities have 
broken out between Libya and Egypt.  The LARAF was able to 
make a number of unopposed attacks inside Egypt on July 20-
21, but by the 22nd of July the EAF was ready and several 
dogfights occurred as Libyan fighters sought to strike additional 
targets inside Egypt. 

 
Conditions:  Visibility:  Clear – 16  Sun:  Edge 2 
CAB:  Surface Low and Low 
Clouds:  Table Clouds:  none        Cloud Border: none 
EAF Orders:  Achieve more victory points than the opponent.   
LARAF Orders: Achieve more victory points than the opponent.   
 Game Length:  no limit  

 
Scenario Rules 

1. Place three Egyptian artillery positions on the table within the box 
marked on the map.  LARAF scores +2 VP for each hit scored on 
these position (max 2 hits per position). 

2. The Egyptian artillery positions are protected by three light AAA 
positions placed anywhere in section C or D.  In addition, one 
SA-7 team is located with any of the artillery positions .  This is 
not placed on the table until it fires.  It may fire 1d3  times (roll  
when deployed).  The SA-7 crew is green (+0) 

3. LARAF Mirage 5 are carrying Medium bomb loads.  This is a full 
load. 

Aftermath 
The LARAF made several attempts to penetrate Egyptian airspace 
on he 22nd and 23rd of July, striking at artillery positions and the 
airbase near Marsa Matruh.  The EAF was in the air for these 
intrusions and claimed 3-4 Mirages and one MiG-23 shot down.   The 
EAF made similar attacks into Libya with considerably greater 
success, destroying artillery, radars, and several times attacking 
Nasser Air Base.  Egyptian president Sadat ordered a cease fire on 
the morning of July 24, by which time the LARAF had lost 6-12 
fighters to all causes while at least 3 EAF fighters were confirmed 
lost to SAMs or air-to-air action. 

 
Scenario Set-Up 

 Libyan Arab Republic Air Force 
 

2x MiG-23 MS w/ Skilled (+1) aircrew.  4x AA-2B Atoll. 
2x MiG-23 MS w/ Green (+0) aircrew.  4x AA-2B Atoll. 
 
2x Mirage 5 w/Skilled (+1) aircrew 
2x Mirage 5 w/ Green (+0) aircrew 
 
Set Up first within 5 hexes of West table edge.  TAL 2-10, Any 
Speed.  Facing east. 
 

Variable Rules 
 

1-3 Improved Atolls.  Two MiG-23 may replace 1d3 of their 
AA-2B missiles with AA-2D Improved Atoll missiles.  

4-7 Panic Attack.  The Libyan Mirage pilots have limited 
combat experience and are jumpy.  If any Libyan aircraft 
takes ground fire from the target area.  Any Mirage 5s still 
carrying bombs must pass an aircrew test.  If they fail, they 
may not drop bombs from the Surface Low CAB and must 
immediately climb to Low CAB until their bombs are away. 

8-10 ECM Support.  The Libyan attack flight is supported by Mi-
8 helicopters carrying ECM pods, which have jammed the 
Egyptian radars at the border.  The ground controllers 
have lost the incoming flight.  All Libyan formations start as 
hidden aircraft.  Place a marker to indicate the starting 
position of each formation.  Those aircraft’s moves are 
plotted from that point, and they are only placed on table if 
spotted visually or by radar (or at the owning player’s 
discretion). 

Egyptian Air force 
 

3x MiG-21 MF w/ Skilled (+1) aircrew.  4x AA-2B Atoll. 
1x MiG-21 MF w/ Green (+0) aircrew.  4x AA-2B Atol. 
 
Set up second within 5 hexes of East board edge.   TAL 3-10, 
Speed 6-8. Facing West. 
. 

Variable Rules 
 

1-3 Diminishing Stockpiles.  The EAF has not received 
replacement missiles or parts from the Soviets since they 
broke off relations in 1974.  All Egyptian AA-2B missiles 
will malfunction on a 1-4 instead of the normal 1-3. 

4-6 SAM Protection.   The Egyptians have moved up a SAM 
battery to cover their positions.  This battery is off-table 
firing from edge 2 but is quiet and the Libyans are only 
informed of the site when it activates its search radar.  The 
battery is an SA-6 battery with green (+0) crew and 6 
missiles. 

7-9 Israeli War Vetetan.  The flight leader is a veteran with 
extensive combat experience against the Israelis in ’67 and 
’73.  Replace one Skilled (+1) aircrew with a Veteran (+2) 
aircrew. 

10 Use both Diminishing Stockpiles and Israeli War 
Vetetan variable rules 


